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In architecture, absence would always win in a contest with presence.
-Rem Koolhaas1
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ABSTRACT//

Continued population growth is inevitable to Montana’s future.  This can be seen 
as a source of great alarm or great opportunity.  If suburbanization of Montana’s 
agricultural and wild mountain landscapes continues, eventually that which 
makes Montana so appealing – its open space – will disappear.  Future growth 
should be seen as an opportunity to densify and enrich Montana’s existing urban 
centers.  However, prevailing attitudes of what it means to live in Montana as 
well as economic and infrastructural constructs, currently promote a gradually 
expanding low density sprawl.  

As important as open landscapes and nature are to the identity and appeal 
of Montana, continued population growth means man-made structures are 
increasingly becoming the dominant presence on the land.  Perhaps instead of 
pressing low density architecture outward over the landscape, the landscape can 
be drawn into the architecture.  By providing an urban park of densely layered 
activity but defined by a spacial characteristic of openness, a surrounding 
urbanity can be made possible which still retains Montana’s defining character 
and appeal. 

This project will be a proactive architectural act, an urban catalyst for change.  
It will utilize the concepts of Landscape Infrastructure, Terrain Vague, and The 
Fold to give a sense of ambiguity and slipperyness to the program and allow it 
to relate to both urban and ecological frameworks.  This ambiguity will allow 
for the interpretive freedom necessary for the assertion of individual identity 
to occur, as well as give the project an ability to adapt to future changes in the 
urban (and rural) fabric. Individual programs will be defined based on local 
needs, and where these separate (and perhaps strikingly disparate) programs 
intersect, nodes of unpredictable excitement can manifest.  Introducing a  public, 
open ended, multi-layered program designed with both specificity and ambiguity 
will provide an answer to the western conflict between freedom of the individual 
and the shared environmental responsibility of land stewardship. 

THESIS//

This thesis is a study of how environmental design and the emergence of a 
new urban infrastructure can promote and retain western identity in the current 
growth model shift towards sustainable planning and density.



WEST//Background

After coffee they gave me a key to the housetrailer and directions on 
how to reach it; I am required to live and work not at headquarters but at 
this one-man station some twenty miles back in the interior, on my own.  

The way I wanted it, naturally, or I’d never have asked for the job.  

-Edward Abbey, Desert Solitaire2



1.  Charles M. Russell,  “Loops and Swift Horses are Surer Than Lead,”  1916.



IDEAL 
OF THE WEST//

In order to propose that the western attitude is at the root of the present day 
growth scenario, then a brief context is necessary to explain the origins of 
this attitude and provide a background to the issues of identity preservation 
to be discussed later.  

The story of the American West is a familiar one.  The frontier land 
connotes vast potential - infinite possibilities.  The romantic qualities 
of  independence, lawlessness, and wildness are an attractive force, both 
drawing people to the west as well as giving definition to them as people 
of the west.  The spirit and identity of the western people has developed 
through hard labor and a constant struggle with a harsh and indifferent, yet 
immensely gorgeous land.  The following excerpt describes a typical day in 
the life of an early twentieth century homesteader woman: 

“You’d go to bed about eleven thirty, twelve o’clock, you’d get up at four, 
and you’d go out and help harness the horses, you milked the cows, get 
breakfast, strain your milk and put it away, wash up your dishes, feed your 
chickens and slop the pigs.  If there was any time left, you could start your 
washing, maybe carry your water... heat your water in a boiler, get your 
washboard and your tub... wasn’t too many times I’d fool around.”3

Western agricultural settlement in the early twentieth century, like the 
mining and urban settlement of the late 1800s was a constant hardship.  
Life was about survival, by any means necessary, and these people day by 
day earned the right to call themselves westerners.  This classical conflict 
of man versus nature has become a mythology that we are still living out 
today, though now the notion of survival (in the traditional sense) holds 
little relevance in our comparatively pampered lives.  William Kettridge 
explains the mythology of the west as “a mythology of conquest,” and 
describes a viewpoint held by many westerners: because of our history, 
because we have conquered this wild place, it has become ours, “to do with 
as we see fit.”4  

As a result of this attitude, a western growth pattern has developed which 
emphasizes the individual, ignores the community, and results in future 
environmental and infrastructural problems.  For example, currently in 
western Montana, the fastest growing developments are the 10 to 40 
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2.  Louisiana Purchase, 1803.
...vast potential - infinite possibilities...

3.  Clint Eastwood.  The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly.
...independence, lawlessness, and wildness...
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acre lots located outside town.5  The spread of this type of development 
consumes far greater amounts of agricultural and wild land than a denser 
urban model would, reducing animal and plant habitat and potentially 
causing erosion and water quality issues.  High infrastructural costs 
for spread-out roads, electric lines, police and fire services stretch thin 
the resources of the county and nearest city that has to provide them.  
Long travel distances from home to city produce forced reliance on the 
automobile and fossil fuels as well as increased CO2 emissions.  

This western attitude is not all thorns and thistles, it is also a most 
democratic attitude, an American attitude of freedom.  It could even be cited 
as the cognition which led to revolution and the founding of our country 
as an independent nation - the revolutionaries cried “no taxation without 
representation” with the underpinnings that no king living in distant land 
would know the tribulations of this one.  This attitude has built a country 
preoccupied with not only individual property rights, but also publicly 
accessible preserved treasures like National Parks and Wilderness.  Though 
the western attitude presented here is broad and loosely defined, it is to be 
understood that good or bad, it is part of the people we are, and must not be 
ignored or diminished.

A MONTANA 
HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT//

Over the settlement of the west, evolving infrastructure formed the 
development patterns of the region and brought it to where it stands today.  
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, mining cities like Butte 
and Anaconda developed densely around the ore and the railroads followed 
them.  Agricultural areas like Bozeman were established to support these 
mining communities.  They formed around a dense support core near the 
railroad tracks and spread out over the valley to harvest the fertile soil.  
Two types of densities developed, a compact urban one of merchant shops 
and bars, and the low density agricultural landscapes.  The tight urban 
development was supported by the transportation infrastructure of the time 
– railroads, horses, and foot.  It dictated communities based on walking 
distances and centered around railroad hubs.  

The agricultural landscape pattern was supported by the fact that farming in 
the dry climate of Montana required large amounts of land to be profitable.  
The Enlarged Homestead Act of 1909 provided homesteaders with a 320 
acre half section if they were to settle it for five years.  Between 1909 and 
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4.  Clearing Winter Storm, Yosemite National Park, California. 
...but also publicly accessible preserved treasures...

5.  Mainstreet Looking South.  Anaconda, MT.  1909.
...formed around a dense support core...
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1923 almost 25 million acres of public land was transformed into private 
farms.6  It can be noted that the Montana homestead boom and consequent 
landscape pattern were a product of the newly formed railroad link 
infrastructure in conjunction with public policy laws designed to support 
growth in this previously unsettled part of the country.  

While settlement patterns in the early stages of Montana’s development 
were largely based on the confining infrastructure of the time as well as 
established mining and farming practices, the post WWII period has seen 
a decrease in the percentage of the population employed in these trades,7 
and thus a decreased influence of the requirements of those lifestyles on 
the Montana population.  Instead, the state has developed a more diverse 
economic base, and therefore, also a more diverse range of lifestyles.  No 
more is the majority of the population confined to the rules and lifestyles 
of family farming, mining, and the support of these.  New ways of life 
have become possible as tourism and service industries have surpassed  the 
farming and natural resource economies, creating conflicts of interest in 
regards to natural resource management and city growth planning. 

Infrastructure based on the automobile has played a key role in the 
formation of modern western landscapes.  The automobile’s penchant for 
easy transport at multiple scales (neighborhood, community, regional) has 
enabled cities and towns to spread out.  Development can occur on the 
less expensive pieces of land on town fringes.  It is more common to see 
new building in the countryside and former agricultural land rather than 
established city cores.  Landscapes dictated by the automobile are now the 
norm.  Vast parking lots, roads composed of spatially inefficient sweeping 
curves, and sprawling suburbs all emphasize the speed and convenience of 
current auto-oriented city design.  

In Bozeman, for example, a clear distinction exists between the pre-auto 
urban center (historic mainstreet), and the post-auto urban center (the N. 
19th and N. 7th commercial areas.)  City infrastructure has been dictated by 
the scale of the automobile; few alternatives exist.  If infrastructures have 
historically led to the city developments we see today, then a change in 
infrastructure could lead to a new type of growth. 

 

FUTURE 
WEST//

A shift is currently happening in the way buildings and planning are 
being perceived.  The frequently used words, ‘sustainable design’ and 
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‘green building,’ are now commonplace in not only design schools and 
architecture/planning practices, but also the coffee shops, supermarket 
checkout lines, and living rooms of the American public.  This shift has 
not happened overnight - in fact, many of these ideas have been around 
all along.  But, as general acceptance of what were once considered 
radical ideas increase, a new zeitgeist or “spirit of the times” is emerging.  
Eventually there may be no other way to design, build, and live but 
sustainably.  Increased urban densities, pedestrianization, mixed use 
developments, infill growth, and energy efficient buildings may eventually 
be imposed by planning departments and through federal and local laws.  

This thesis assumes sustainable planning is coming to the cities of the 
west.  However, if it does come, how will our cities and culture change 
in response?  The ideal of the west, as discussed previously, is about 
precisely the opposite of planning; it is about independence and a sense 
of lawlessness in a landscape big enough to make the actions of people 
seem small.  As density and urbanism increase alongside the expansion 
of preserved wilderness areas and open agricultural landscapes a growing 
disconnect could form between the rural and the urban, threatening that 
which makes up the western identity -  connection to these natural and open 
landscapes, along with the freedom to inhabit them.

In order to reconcile the western attitude and existing infrastructural 
constraints with this movement of environmentally conscious design, a new 
infrastructure is necessary – one that emphasizes the pedestrian as well as 
the auto, one that makes cities worth living in even for those who value 
independence.  It will be both a catalyst for dense sustainable growth as 
well as a democratic space where individual freedom can prosper. 

9.
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IDENTITY, SPACE//Theory

To the extent that identity is derived from physical substance, from the 
historical, from context, from the real, we somehow cannot imagine 
that anything contemporary – made by us – contributes to it.  But the 

fact that human growth is exponential implies that the past will at some 
point become too “small” to be inhabited and shared by those alive.  

We ourselves exhaust it.  

-Rem Koolhaas8



8.  Merriweather Post Pavillion Album Cover.  Animal Collective.  2009.
...interpretive and open to multiple uses, perceptions...



If an alternative infrastructure is needed for the densification of Montana’s 
urban centers, the question becomes how is it made, and what will it 
look like?  What are the rules it follows, and how do these rules manifest 
in built form?  Public space that relates to the modern western identity 
of independence must be a dynamic one, as the population has become 
a dynamic one.  It  should be interpretive and open to multiple uses, 
perceptions.  It should also help strengthen the image and uniqueness of the 
place, and thus the identity of the people.  

Building a space of interaction and excitement which strengthens identity 
is not a new idea and at this point some spacial theory and case studies are 
necessary to examine how a space like this can be formed.  Concepts of 
‘Landscape Infrastructure,’ ‘The Fold,’ ‘Terrain Vague,’ and several case 
studies demonstrate some interesting insights into this thesis design.

LANDSCAPE 
INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE CITY//

Landscape Architect, James Corner describes the traditional nineteenth 
century view of landscapes and cities as one of “difference and opposition.”  
He writes,

“In this view, cities are seen to be busy with the technology of high density 
building, transportation infrastructure, and revenue-producing development, 
the undesirable effects of which include congestion, pollution, and various 
forms of social stress; whereas landscape, in the form of parks, green-ways, 
street trees, esplanades, and gardens, is generally seen to provide both salve 
and respite from the deleterious effects of urbanization.  A most canonical 
instance of this, of course, is Olmsted’s Central Park, intended as relief from 
the relentless urban fabric of Manhattan.”9

However, Corner’s own understanding of landscapes and cities is one of 
interrelated processes.  He goes on to note the effect Central Park had on 
the surrounding real estate development and exclaims, “in this instance, 
landscape drives the process of city formation.”  This ability to act as a 
catalyst for growth is what makes landscape infrastructure so valuable to the 
development of cities.  Corner explains,

“Unlike architecture, which consumes the potential of a site in order to 
project, urban infrastructure sows the seeds of future possibility, staging the 

13.



9.  Central Park, New York.
“...landscape drives the process of city formation.”

14.



ground for both uncertainty and promise.  This preparation of surfaces for 
future appropriation differs from merely formal interest in single surface 
construction.  It is much more strategic, emphasizing means over ends and 
operational logic over compositional design.  This attempts to create an 
environment that is not so much an object that has been “designed” as it is an 
ecology of various systems and elements that set in motion a diverse network 
of interaction.”10

Thinking of urban infrastructure as an ecology of systems is directly related 
to the views of Landscape Architect and author, Ian McHarg.  McHarg 
states “nature can be considered as interacting processes, responsive to 
laws, constituting a value system, offering intrinsic opportunities and 
limitations to human uses.”11  Meaning that landscape infrastructure must 
follow the already existing laws of ecology for it to live up to its potential 
benefits.  For example, marshy areas, areas of open water, or areas prone to 
flooding would be unsuitable for human development due to the high cost 
of adapting them. However, if left as open space they provide the benefits 
of water purification, animal and plant habitat, and flood control.  If a set 
of rules based on ecology were developed that, for example, all lands with 
open water or slopes of greater than 25% automatically became park lands 
or open space, then a specific pattern would develop, forming a consistent 
image of the city, strengthening both image and identity.   Through 
emphasizing unique physical features of the area, cities would retain their 
specificities and unique character. 

Like auto-oriented infrastructure, pedestrian infrastructure creates a reason 
for things to grow around it and becomes a “place making tool.”  In her 
article Infrastructure as Practice, Annalisa Meyboom contends that, “new 
infrastructure in dense urban areas could be developed that promotes public 
space and includes cultural and social agendas as primary generators of built 
urban form.”12  Conversely, in less dense, less urban areas, such as Montana 
cities, this infrastructure can be used to shape the future, generate density, 
and allow fulfillment of the western attitude of freedom.  By providing a 
public space and multiple linkages, landscape infrastructure could support 
the growth of  future high density housing.  An alternative to auto-oriented 
infrastructure would provide choice, and thus freedom, for the inhabitants of 
the potentially dense Montana future city.

15.



10.  High Line Park, New York.
“... cultural and social agendas as primary generators of built urban form..”
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FOLDING 
ARCHITECTURE//

In terms of designing a space which is adaptive to the future and 
engendering of connective spacial linkages the architectural concept of 
The Fold offers useful insights.  Without getting too far into the history and 
philosophy of this concept, a look at its applications to architecture and 
urban design are helpful.  Kenneth Powell offers this explanation of The 
Folds usefulness,  

“If there is a single effect produced in architecture by folding, it will be the 
ability to integrate unrelated elements within a new continuous mixture.”13 

The Fold is seen to have the ability to create a unity between landscape 
and architecture, taking various heterogeneous urban parts and linking 
them.  It allows multiple functions to operate together in a singular system.  
Site issues like drainage, water retention or infiltration, and vegetation 
are integrated with architectural issues of load bearing structure, building 
materials, sustainable design technology, and circulation.  By folding all 
these functions into one system each becomes “integral to the design rather 
than add on components.”14

Jeffrey Kipnis describes some of the principles of folding architecture.  
First, it contains Vastness, meaning it utilizes a free plan and section 
configuration with an emphasis placed on residual and interstitial spaces.  
Box within box sections are common.  Next, Kipnis describes the 
characteristic of Blankness as architecture which avoids formal references 
and decoration in order to promote unexpected formal affiliations.  This 
seems reminiscent of the modernist principle that design should be of its 
place and time, non referential.  Pointing describes an architecture which 
“points” to new social arrangements and “project(s) a transformation of a 
prevailing political context.”  The principles of Incongruity and Intensive 
Coherence produce a “coherence formed out of incongruity” which is not 
easily classifiable.  Indirect relationships with surroundings emphasizing 
geometry, topology, space, and events are encouraged rather than direct 
contextual relationships.15

It makes sense that the concept of Pointing would be the most relevant 
aspect of folding theory to this thesis for its ability to enable new social 
arrangements and linkages.  Rather than reinforcing dominant links, the 
more subtle ones are brought forth and emphasized.  An example would 
be using architecture to express the underlying pedestrian and ecological 
linkages present amongst the more dominant auto-infrastructural linkages 

17.
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of present western cities like Bozeman.  Existing context is reconfigured 
when folding provides linkages between heterogeneous zones.  These 
linkages produced by paths or by visual framing are what the theorists 
call “smoothing.”  To achieve this effect at an urban scale means that 
circulation contributions of the proposed project are just as important as the 
architectural ones.  

TERRAIN 
VAGUE//

Originally based on Man Ray’s 1934 photograph, the urban design concept 
of Terrain Vague has been developed to describe areas of indeterminate use 
or identity.16  It is the leftover material; unplanned, or forgotten space within 
the urban environment.  These spaces can be seen as either a stain on the 
city and in need of an architectural order, or as a sort of urban wilderness, 
which holds meaning and value in its own right. 

“The idea here is not to favor the temporary or the natural systematically over 
the permanent and the planned, but indeed to aim for an active amalgam of 
heterogeneous components that broaden the terms of the experience.” 17

Terrain Vague embraces the interstitial.  The value of interstitial spaces is 
through their ability to provide linkages.  They are spaces within the city 
which are at the same time rural and urban, past and present, transportation 
and recreation, familiar and surprising.  These spaces have the ability 
to become linkages between different physical parts of the city as well 
as provide temporal linkages of past, present, and future.  Similar to the 
Folding concept of ‘smoothing’, designing with the ideas of Terrain Vague 
in mind could produce an indeterminate design, capable of responding 
to the changing growth patterns and perceptions of the future city.  It is 
flexible.

Another important aspect of Terrain Vague spaces is their potential ability 
to engender creativity and spontaneity through the unpredicted social 
activities which can form in these spaces.18  Terrain Vague holds a value 
in its lack of an explicit use by allowing the users themselves to define the 
space.  Through this process of defining space people assert their identity.  
This idea of assertion of identity through the claiming of space relates back 
to the previously discussed pioneers of the west who confronted a land of 
possibility, creating their own existence.

A modern example of users co-opting space for themselves is in 

19.



12.  Terrain Vague, Man Ray.
“...the leftover material; unplanned or forgotten space...”
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performance of activities such as freestyle mountain biking, bmx biking, 
fixed gear bicycle trick jams, skateboarding, urban snowboarding and 
skiing, and even rock (or building) climbing.  The spaces in which these 
activities take place are meticulously chosen for both the suitability of the 
space to the activity in terms of its form as well as its political character.  
Areas characteristic of Terrain Vague are most commonly chosen, as 
these places are less likely to hold opposition by sources of authority to 
alternative spacial uses. 

A case study of how urban spaces and architecture can be reinterpreted by 
its users is found in Iain Borden’s critique of the city through the lens of 
skateboarding.  Borden relates skateboarding to Henri Lefebvre’s utopian 
conceptions of space as use rather than exchange.  He explains,

“Where capitalism subdivides and controls, measures and turns land into 
a commodity - in short, produces abstract space - skaters created spatial 
enclaves...This is one of skateboarding’s central features, adopting and 
exploiting a given physical terrain in order to present skaters with new and 
distinctive uses other than the original function of that terrain.”19

Skateboarding’s contribution to architectural space lies in “the performative, 
representational act of skateboarding...wherein skateboarders re-image 
architectural space and thereby recreate both it and themselves into super-
architectural space.”20  Thus, skateboarding provides a valuable questioning 
of architecture, in terms of looking at space not only as visual geometry, but 
as physical possibility.  While in the act of skateboarding, the skater - most 
likely unconsciously - asks himself:  “What is this architectural form for?  
To what purpose can it be put?  What is the relation of ground, verticals, 
textures, surfaces?”21

An example of a skater’s critique of the city is in his ability turn the ‘logic 
of the handrail’ on its head.  The skater takes a utilitarian and functional 
- mundane - object whose intended and generally perceived use is one of 
safety, and by acting on it through skill and athleticism creates an ‘object 
of risk.’22  In the same way, plazas, parking lots, store fronts, and alleys are 
transformed daily into urban playgrounds as skateboarders roll through.  
When a skate ‘session’ occurs, a temporary social space develops as 
well, one that may be uncomfortable to be near for anyone who has not 
established themselves as a part of the ‘session,’ or group.  Skateboarders 
are thus asserting their identity by encountering a space, acting on it, and 
claiming it as their own (albeit temporarily).

When designing a space exhibiting aspects of Terrain Vague the designer 
must deeply consider the program and potential users in order to account 

21.
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...space not only as visual geometry, but as physical possibility...

14.  Frontside Boardslide, John McIntosh.
...turning the ‘logic of the handrail’ on its head.
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for as many uses as can be imagined.  Durability and flexibility should 
be incorporated in order to accommodate the inevitable unforeseen 
uses as well.  The design should encourage mixing in some parts, and 
architecturally controlled separation where it is necessary for the safety or 
comfort of the users in others.  Thus, activities take place where they make 
sense to take place.  

Form and material are used to encourage or discourage uses rather than 
signs or overly familiar typological references.  For example in Snohetta’s 
design for the Oslo Opera House different finishes of marble were used to 
discourage activities like skateboarding over acoustically sensitive areas 
such as those above the auditorium.  Smooth marble was used elsewhere 
on the building where these types of activities were more suitable.23   By 
meticulously creating separations and connections through architectural 
form and material a landscape is created which allows users to assert their 
identity without signs and familiar references telling them explicitly what to 
do.  This is similar to the confrontation of the pioneers with the west, where 
environmental and practical constraints were all they had to guide them.

23.



15.  Oslo Opera House.  Oslo, Norway.
...different finishes of marble were used to discourage activities like 

skateboarding over acoustically sensitive areas...

16.  Opera House Use Diagrams.
...smooth marble was used elsewhere on the building 

where these types of activities were more suitable.
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CASE
STUDIES//

PARC DE LA VILLETE
PARIS, FRANCE
BERNARD TSCHUMI

Parc de la Villette is an example of an urban public space designed to 
engage its users through undefined space and form.   Architect, Bernard 
Tschumi’s design for the park was based on theories of deconstruction, 
attempting to reduce a priori assumptions and understandings in order 
for users to see the architecture and space for what it is. Thus, multiple 
meanings are possible. 24 

Tschumi layered three systems: point, line, and plane.  The point system 
is made up of 35 three story, red painted steel ‘folies’ arranged on a 
grid.  These provide reference to park users and some house various 
functions: cafe, cinema, children’s play area, and information center.  As 
the name ‘folie’ suggests these structures were designed with little regard 
for  function, rather, their forms should be considered more as pieces 
of landscape art which engage users to make their own interpretation.  
The system of lines consists of the paths weaving throughout the park 
connecting various pieces.  Most are indirect connections and are thus 
designed to encourage exploration.  The final layer is made up of the planes 
of the sporting fields and expanses of grass.25

While the park design does succeed in being a space of user engagement 
and interpretation, it lacks in taking an ecological approach to design.  The 
park has few natural areas and requires intense maintenance, mowing, and 
watering.  The effects of architecture and landscape design are relatively 
permanent and should perhaps be based on more than abstract spatial 
theories.

25.



17.  Parc de la Villete.  Paris, France.
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PARAMANA CENTRAL SQUARE
THERMI, GREECE
KONTAXAKIS, KOSMIDOU, & PAPADIMITRIOU

 The Paramana Central Square exhibits a noteworthy application of 
materials and form to provide interaction and separation of various uses.  
The project consists of two networks, the ‘pedestrian circulation’ and 
‘program,’ which “interact dynamically to generate the informal public 
space, designed to promote new behaviours and unexpected uses.“26

Six stripes of distinct form and material run parallel to each other., each 
exhibits unique characteristics which provide suitability for different 
actions.  First, a stripe of grass and planting buffers the pedestrian square 
from the adjacent street.  Next a wide, level walkway of smooth, brown 
pavers, lighting, and fountain features provides the most accessible route to 
the amphitheater.  Beside this walkway is another smooth path of gradually 
undulating concrete.  This stripe is covered in wheel marks indicating its 
use by bicyclists rollerbladers, and skateboarders.  The next stripe is an 
undulating wood deck which transitions into the amphitheater form itself.  
The raised nature of this wood stripe forms a continuous bench along its 
edges. Children will be drawn to this layer, as it retains the dynamic surface 
of the adjacent concrete strip, but as a material wood is more forgiving to 
the inevitable stumbles of running children.  This stripe would probably 
see some use from bicyclists as well, however, its rough surface would 
most likely deter skateboarding and rollerblading activities.  The next 
two strips are undulating grass and planting, again buffering the square 
from the adjacent street.  This area is the widest and largest, and as such 
would provide privacy through spacial separation of groups and would be 
more comfortable to users sitting for extended periods like picnickers and 
sunbathers.

This project illustrates perfectly the way a multi-layered approach in regards 
to form and material can not only promote multiple uses, but also provide 
controlled separations to ensure safety and comfort.  It is also interesting in 
the way one function folds into another contributing to an integrated whole; 
path becomes bench, becomes amphitheater.  

27.



18.  Paramana Central Square.  Thermi, Greece.
“...designed to promote new behaviours and unexpected uses.”
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LANDSCAPES, 
ARCHITECTURE//PROPOSAL

Performance and event assumes conceptual 
precedence over appearance and sign.

-James Corner27



19.  Approaching the Youth and Arts Center.



SITE ANALYSIS
AND SELECTION//

The project site is located on the northwest side of Bozeman, Montana 
along East Catron Creek between Oak and Cattail Streets.  Along this 
stretch, East Catron flows through a thin strip of agricultural land just west 
of the retail development along 19th Street.  In some places it comes into 
close proximity with the high speed traffic of this area such as at the exist-
ing marsh located near the southwest corner of Baxter and 19th.  To the 
west of the site are newly built and proposed subdivisions.  Sandwiched be-
tween retail and residential, present and past, this site exists as an interstitial 
space particularly suited to the types of linkages discussed previously. 

Identity was a key factor in site selection.  Conversations with Bozeman 
residents revealed that most appreciated the community feel of the down-
town area, citing it as something unique and special - something to be 
proud of.  Conversely the N. 19th and N. 7th St. high-speed commercial 
strips are seen by many as a mistake in the development of their city, due 
to their ubiquity and facelessness.  Long term residents are also critical of 
the rampant growth of subdivisions and neighborhoods on top of what they 
remember as farmland and fields. 

In many cases when new developments are built in Bozeman, little is 
retained of what once existed on these sites.  The typical pattern of devel-
opment would likely see this space turned into more scattered commercial 
or residential buildings.  However, by allowing it to retain some of its 
agricultural character, the site can be a link to the past, acting as a uniquely 
contextual frame for the generic commercial zone.  The project will respond 
by creating a pedestrian infrastructure interspersed within these symbols of 
facelessness, imbibing the spirit of the community into the current model.

As an infrastructural piece, this site has the capacity to create a direct pe-
destrian link from the existing and potential neighborhoods and parks to the 
west with the commercial zones of 19th and 7th Streets.  This area is also 
a prime location to connect the existing trail systems in the Cattail Creek 
neighborhood to the north with trails in the Brentwood neighborhood to the 
south.  It can be seen as one more step towards a complete trail network 
traversing Bozeman, connecting its various regions and creating a feeling of 
unity. 
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By promoting the identity of the place through connections and linkages the 
design will exist as a place maker to promote dense growth in this part of 
town.  A multilayered program allows an efficient use of space capable of 
being the community backyard for the people living without one.  

LOCAL 
PROGRAM ANALYSIS//

Recently Bozeman residents completed a survey concerning their use of city 
parks and recreation facilities.  Results show that the most popular activities 
are generally the non-organized, non-team sports, termed passive recreation.  
Passive recreation activities include hiking, biking, running, cross-country 
skiing and relaxing.  These results call for a specific type of park, one em-
phasizing natural settings and linear paths to provide a diversity of unique 
experiences and scenes. 

Survey responders were also asked which facilities needed improvement or 
were underrepresented in Bozeman’s parks and trail system.  Increased and 
improved trails and bicycle lanes were consistently mentioned as a prior-
ity.  Other thoughtful ideas for improvement included connecting various 
districts of town (ie. The west side residences with downtown), more atten-
tion payed to people with disabilities on the local trail system, paved trails 
for rollerblading, more areas for skateboarding, more arts and performance 
areas, nice swimming pools spread throughout the community, a skiing/
snowboarding park with lights for after school use, wildlife and birdwatch-
ing areas, fishing ponds, more play equipment for children, rock climbing 
areas, and self guided nature and natural history trails.  Several mentioned 
the need of more things for young people to do such as clubs, cafes, and 
non-formal spaces.  One person described a teen center and dance hall. 28 
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USERS//

Afterschool Programs
Archers
Art Students
Bicyclists
Birdwatchers
Bus Riders
Club-goers
Commuters
Dancers
Hikers

Joggers
Nature Lovers
Parks Facility Personel
Performance Goers
Retirees
Rock Climbers
Rollerbladers
Shooters
Shoppers
Skateboarders

Skiers
Sledders
Snowboarders
Swimmers
Teens
Wanderers
Workers on break

PROGRAM//

Bus Stop/ Cross Walk/ Trail Access Points
  -Covered Seating 100 sq. ft.
  -Restrooms:  280 sq. ft.
  -Parking:  Cars:  5000 sq. ft (12 cars)
      Bicycles:  740 sq. ft.
 
Activity and Arts Center 8000 sq. ft.
  -Dance Hall:  4800 sq. ft.
  -Cafe/Kitchen:   1100 sq. ft.
  -Gallery: 1200 sq. ft.
  -Classrooms:  1300 sq. ft.
  -Offices:  900 sq. ft.
  -Restrooms:  800 sq. ft.
  -Stage:  900 sq. ft.
  -Storage/Backstage:  1500 sq. ft.
  -Mechanical/Electrical:  1200 sq. ft.
  -Outdoor Amphitheater:  500 seat capacity

Swim Center
  -Outdor Pools: 6,700 sq. ft.  
  -Pool house containing lockers, showers and changing rooms:  3,200 sq. ft.
  -Outdoor Lobby: 2000 sq. ft.
  -Lifeguard offices and storage:  1000 sq. ft.
  -Mechanical/Janitorial 1600sq. ft.

Network of Trails and Bridges 
  -Paved and unpaved.
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CODE ANALYSES//

This project will comply to all Assembly Group A Code Requirements.
303.1 Assembly Group A. 

Assembly Group A occupancy includes, among others, the use of a building or structure, or 
a portion thereof, for the gathering together of persons for purposes such as civic, social or reli-
gious functions, recreation, food or drink consumption or awaiting transportation. A room or 
space used for assembly purposes by less than 50 persons and accessory to another occupancy 
shall be included as a part of that occupancy.29

ZONING//

YOUTH AND ARTS CENTER

M-1 (Light Manufacturing District)30

Principle Uses
Adult business; ambulance service; amusement and recreational facilities; automobile, boat 
or recreational vehicle sales, service and/or rental; automobile fuel sale or repair; automobile 
parking lot or garage; automobile washing; banks and other financial institutions; community 
center; food processing facilities; health and exercise establishments; hotel or motel; laborato-
ries; light goods repair; light manufacturing (completely enclosed within a building); medical 
clinics; offices; outside storage; public buildings; restaurant (if part of a food processing facil-
ity); truck, bus and rail terminal facilities; technology research establishments; trade schools; 
veterinary clinics; warehousing; mini warehouse 

Conditional Uses
Animal shelters; daycare center; personal and convenience services; restaurants serving alco-
holic beverages3; retail establishments; truck repair, washing and fueling facilities; PUDs

Accessary Uses
Automobile parking lot or garage; daycare center (if offering services within the same building 
or buildings); fences; outside storage (accessory and screened); personal services for personnel 
employed in the principal use; retail sales produced or warehoused on site (not more than 20 
percent of gross floor area or 10,000 square feet); accessory residential use2; refuse and recy-
cling containers; signs; temporary construction buildings and yards 

Lot Coverage/Floor Area
Entire lot, exclusive of required yards and parking, may be occupied by the principal and ac-
cessory buildings

Lot Area
118,000 square feet (variance required)

Yards
Structures: Front, 20 feet; Rear, 3 feet; Side, 3 feet Parking and loading areas: Front, 20 feet; 
Rear, 0 feet; Side, 0 feet

Building Height
45 feet
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SWIM CENTER

R-3 (Residential Medium Density District)31

Principal Uses
Accessory dwelling units; community centers; community residential facilities; cooperative 
housing; daycare centers; family daycare home; group daycare
home; public and private parks; manufactured homes on permanent foundations; single-house-
hold dwellings; two-household dwellings; three- or fourhousehold dwellings; townhouses (five 
attached units or less)

Conditional Uses
Assisted living facilities; bed and breakfast; fraternity/sorority houses; home-based businesses; 
lodging houses; PUDs

Accessory Uses
Fences; greenhouses; guesthouses; home-based businesses; private garages; private or jointly 
owned community center or recreational facilities; private stormwater control facilities; private 
vehicle and boat storage; signs; temporary construction buildings or yards; temporary sales and 
office buildings; tool sheds

Lot Coverage/Floor Area
Not more than 40 percent

Lot Area
120,000 sq. ft. (variance required)

Yards
Front, 25 feet adjacent to arterials,
20 feet adjacent to collectors, 15
feet adjacent to locals;
Rear, 20 feet;
Side, 5 feet;
Garage, 20 feet

Building Height
32 feet roof pitch <3:12;
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1. BUS STOP, X WALK, TRAIL ACCESS//
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2. SWIM CENTER, SKATE PLAZA//
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3. YOUTH & ARTS CENTER//
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PLAN//
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